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HEISENBERG DOUBLES AND DERIVED CATEGORIES

M. Kapranov

Let A be an Abelian category of finite homological dilnension in which all Ext~ (A, B)
are finite sets. One can, following C.M. Ringel [RI-3], associate to A an algebra R(A), a
version of the Hall algebra construction. Its structure constants are suitably nonnalized
llwnbers of short exact sequences. Ringel has shown that in the case A = RepF (r),

q

the category of F q-representations of a Dynkin quiver r, the algebra R(A) is identified
with the "nilpotent" subalgebra Uq(n+) in the q-quantization Uq(g) of the semisimple Lie
algebra corresponding to r. This discovery has lead to several substantial advances in
quantum group theory [Lu 1]. He has also shown how to put an algebra structure on the
space B(A) = C[ICoA] ® R(A) (here ICoA is the Grothendieck group of A) so that for
A = RepF (r) one has B(A) = Uq(b+), the "BoreI" part of Uq(g).

q

The idea of extending thc Hall algebra formalislu to triangulated categories such as
the derived category Db(A), seerus to have been voiced by several people indepcndently.
It appears naturally if one tries to find a construction of the fuil quantlun group Uq(g) in
tenus of A = RePF (r). Indeed, various Abelian subcategories in Db(A) obtained from

q

A by repeated application of derived Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand reflection functors [GM]
(and the Hall algebras of these subcategories) look temptingly similar to Borel subalgebras
bW c g obtained from b+ by action of elelnents of the Weyl group. Unfortunately, a
direct rnitnicking of the Hall algebra construction but with exact triangles replacing exact
sequences, fails to give an associative lnultiplication, even though thc octohedral axiom
looks like the right tool to establish the associativity. One way to get around this difficulty
is, as it was done in [Xl], to "aulalgalnate" the (associative) Hall algebras of various
Abelian subcategories in Db(A), but it seelllS to be not clear whether the resulting algebra
is indeed Uq (g) nor that it is a Hopf algebra at all.

Thc aim of the present paper is to exhibit an algebra L(A) which, although defined
in tenns of A, is invariant uuder derived equivalences and can be thus called the "Hall
algebra of the derived category". We caU L(A) the lattice algebra of A. Its construction
was suggested by the fact that Uq(g) cau be obtained froln the Hopf algebra Uq(b+) by the
Drinfeld double construction, while the Hopf algebra structure on B(A) can be described
in purely categorical terms, as follows fronl thc recent work of Green [Gr] (see [X2], [Kap]).
However, it turned out that it is not the Drinfeld double which appears naturally in the
study of Db(A), but rather thc so-called Heisenberg double of [AF] [ST]. In fact, one can
find counterparts in Hopf algebra theqry of several different versions of derived catcgories,
as shown in the following table:
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Categories related to an

A belian cate or A

D[-llO](A), the category of Z-graded

Db(A), the standard boundcd derived

cate 01'

D(2) (A) 1 the category of 2-pcriodic

(Zf2-graded) complexes

Algebras related to the

H D(S), the Heisenberg double

L(A), the lattice algebra

DD(S), the Drinfeld double

The relation of D[-l,O](A) to the Heisenberg double of S = B(A) is thc easiest to
understand: the COlTIITIutation relations in H D(S) involve certain products of the structure
constants for the multiplication and c0l11ultiplication in 3, and they can be interpreted as
nluubers of sOlne 4-term exact sequences in A, which are obviously related to exact triangles
in D[-llO](A).

Thc algebra L(A) is obtained by taking one copy of C[Ko(A)] and infinitely many
copies of R(A), one for each sitc of an infinite I-dimensional lattice and then imposing
Heisenberg double-type cOlnulutation relations between copies of R(A) at adjacent sites
and oscillator relations of the form AB = AABBA, AAB E R, between basis vectors of '
non-adjacent copies. This algebra is similar to the "lattice Kac-Moody algebras" of [AFS].
Thc reason for taking an infinite lattice is deal': the nth copy of R(A), TI, E Z, carresponds
to the Abelian subcategory A[n] c Db(A).

The author would like to acknowledge financial support from NSF grants and A.P.
Slaan Research Fellowship as weIl as frOl11 the Max-Planck Institute für Mathematik in
Bonn which provided excellent conditians for working on this paper.
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§1. Heisenberg doubles for Hall-Ringel algebras

(1.1) The Heisenberg double. Let 3 be a Hopf algebra over C. Wc denote by

€ : 3 ---+ C, 8:3---+3

the cOlnultiplication, the counit and the antipode of:=: respectively. For xE:=: let T x : 3 ---+
3 be the operator of fight multiplication by x, i.e., 1'x (Y) = yx, and let D x : 3* -t 3* be
the dual to T x, Le., for f E 3* the functional Dx(f) E 3* takes y f---t f(yx). Then thc
correspondence x f---t D x gives an eInbedding of algebras D : :=: -t End(3*).

For f E 3* let l f : 3* -t 3* be the operator of left multiplication by f (with respect
to the algebra structure on 3* dcfined by thc map dual to .6.), Le., l f ( cP) = f cP. Again, we
get an Clnbedding of algebras l : 3* ---+ End(3*).

The Heisenberg double H D(3) is defined as thc subalgebra in End(3*) gcnerated by
the images D(3) and l (3*). It is known [ST] that thc lnap

3* ®,3 ---+ H D(S), f!Sl x f---t l fD x ,

is an isolllorphisnl of vector spaces. Thus to describe the structure of H D('2) completely,
it is enough to explain how to bring a product Dxl f to a linear combination of products
of the fonn 19Dy . We will do this in the coordinate-dependent language, following [Kas].

Let {ei}, i E I, be a basis of 3 and {ei} be the dual (topologieal) basis of 3*. Introduce
the structure constants for the Illultiplication and c0l11ultiplication with respcct to our
basis:

(1.1.1)

Then one easily finds that

(1.1.2)

(1.1.3) Proposition. In HD(3) we have thc identity

Dejlej = L m~bJ--LtcleaDec·
a,b 1c

PraoE: By (1.1.2), our statement is equivalent to:

Vi, j, T, S.
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This equality, however, expresses the coincidence of the coefficients at ej ® er in ß(e8 ei)
and ß(e8 )ß(ed, and so it is true.

In view of this proposition we will regard H D(2.) as an abstract algebra generated by
sYlllbols Zi, Zi, i E I subject to the relations:

(1.1.4) ZiZj = L m~jZk,
k

Zizj = L J-L~ zk,
k

(1.1.5) Z·zj = '""'" rn
j

H~CzaZ, L...J ab'-, c·

alblc

Note that H D(2.) is not a Hopf algebra.

(1.2) Heisenberg double with respect to a Hopf pairing. It is convenient to intro
duce aversion of the above formalisIll which avoids dualizing possibly infinite-dinlensional
spaces. More precisely, let 2. and 0 be Hopf algebras. A Hopf pairing of Sand 0 is a
bilinear map r/J : :=: x 0 ---+ C satisfying the following conditions:

(1.2.1)

(1.2.2)

(1.2.3) r/J(l, w) = tn(w), r/J(~, 1) = €3(~).

Ths conditions (1.2.1-2) simply lllean that thc Inultiplication and the comultiplication are
conjugate with respect to the pairing. We did not include here any conditions on the
antipodes since we will not need thenl.

If r/J is a Hopf pairing of Sand 0, we define the Heisenberg double H D(S, 0, r/J)
associated to r/J to be thc tensor product 0 0c S with the rnultiplication given as follows:
First, both 0 (realized as 0 ® 1) and 2. (realized as 1 ® 3) are required to be subalgebras.
Second, for ~ E S, w E 0 we impose the condition:

(1.3.4)

where Id ® r/J ® Id : 0 ® [2 ® S ® S ---+ n ® S is the Inap induced by the transposed pairing
r/J0P : 0 ® S ---+ C on the second and third factors. .

Thus, when 0 = S* and cP is the canonical pairing, we get the definition of (1.1).

(1.3) Hall and Ringel algebras. We now describc a particular dass of Hopf algebras,
whose Heisenberg doubles we will be interested in.
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(1.3.1)

Let A be an Abelian category. We will say that A has finite type, if if, for any objects
A, B E A all the groups Ext~(A, B) have finite cardinality and are zero for almost all i.
If A is of finite type, then, for any objects A, B, C E A, the numbcr of subobjects A' c A
such that A' ::: A and C / A' ::: B, is finite. Denote this number g~B'

Let H(A) be thc C-vector space with basis (A] parametrized by all the isolllorphism
classes of objects A E A. The rule

[A] 0 [B] = Lg~B[C]
C

nlakes H(A) into an associative algebra with unit 1 = [0], see [Rl-3]. This algebra is called
thc Hall algebra of A.

Let Ko(A) be thc Grothendieck group of A. For an objcct A E A let A be its dass in
Ko(A). The rule

(1.3.2) (A,B) = I1IExt~(A, B)I(-l)i, A, B E A
i2: 0

cxtends uniquely (because of the behavior of Ext in exact sequcnces) to abilinear form
K.o(A) ®Ko(A) -+ R+ known as the Euler form. We will often write just (A, B) for (A, B),
if A, Bare objects. The sylnlnetrization of thc Euler form will be denoted by

(1.3.3) (aIß) = (a, ß) . (ß, a), a, ß E Ko(A).

The twisted lllultiplication

(1.3.4) [Al * [B] = (B, A) . [A] 0 [B]

is still associative. We will denote R(A) and call the Ringel algebra of A the same vector
space as H(A) hut with * as multiplication.

(1.3.5) Remark. It was C.M. Ringel (R3] who first drew attention to the particular twist
(1.3.4). More generallYl one can twist by any bilinear form on Ko(A), and the associativity
will still be preserved. In fact, several such twists were used in earlier papers by G. Lusztig
[Lu2-3], withollt specially distinguishing the Euler form (1.3.2).

Let C[KoA] be the group algebra of ICoA, with basis K Cfl a E ICoA and multiplication
KoKß = KO+ß. Let HS extend the algebra R(A) by adding to it these symbols K o which
we Inake comnlute with [A] E R(A) by thc rule

(1.3.6)

Denote the resulting algebra B(A). So as a vector space B(A) ::: C[JCoA] ®c R(A), with
Ku ® [A] H KoA establishing thc isomorphisIll. We will call B(A) the extended Ringel
algebra of A.
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Assume now that A satisfies two additional conditions. First, any object of A has
only finitely nlany subobjects. Second, Ext~ (A, B) = 0 for all A, Band all i > 1. We will
state the second condition by saying that the hOlnological dilnension of A is less or equal
to 1 and write hd(A) ::; 1. The next statement follows from results of Green [Gr], see [Xl]
[Kap] for a detailed deduction.

(1.3.7) Theorem. B(A) is a Hüpf algebra with respect tü the cümultiplicatiüll givell on
generators by

ß(Ko) = K Ct ® K o ,

ß([A]) = A'fA(AjA' ,A') IAut(A~~;I~~;;I(AjAI)1[A'] 03> KA' [AjA' ],

tlle coullit € : B(A) -t C given by

€(Ko[AJ) = 1, if A = 0 and 0, if A i- 0

and tl1e antipode S : B(A) -t B(A) given by

where Ao C ... C An = A runs over arbitrary chains oE strict (Ai i- Ai+d inclusions oE
lengtb n.

(1.4) The Hopf pairing on B(A). The elements Ka[A] fonn aC-basis of B(A). Let us

define abilinear pairing 4> : B(A) x B(A) -t C by putting

(1.4.1 )
(aIß)J[A],[B]

if>(Ka[A], Kß[BD = (aIß)([A], [BD = IAut(A)1 .

(1.4.2) Proposition. Tbe pairing if> is a Hüpf pairing on B(A).

ProüE: We need to prove the equality (1.3.1) (the othcr equality (1.3.2) will then follow by

sYlnmetry). In other words, we need to prave that

(1.4.3)

Ta prove this, notice that the left hand side is

(Ä Iß)if>(Ka+ß [A][B], K,[CD = (ÄIß)(a + ßI,)if>([A] * [B], [C]) =
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(1.4.4)

= (ÄIß)(a + ßl,) L (G/G', G') IAut(G')I· IAut(G/G') I.
G/CG IAut(G)1

'<p(A, G') . <p(B, C/C'),

whilc the right hand side of (1.4.3) is

L (G/G' C') IAut(G')I· IAut(C/C')I.
C'CG' IAut(C)1

(1.4.5)

'"' (G/G' C') IAut(G')I·IAut(G/G')1 ( I )(ßI HßIC')·
C~C' IAut(C)1 a"

'<p([A), [C'D . <p([B], [G/G']).

Notice now that in order that <p(A, G') #- 0, we should have A ~ G', and under this
assumption the corresponding sumlnands in (1.4.4) and (1.4.5) coincide. Proposition is
proved.

(1.5) The Heisenberg double of B(A). Let Heis(A) be the Heisenberg double
H D(B(A), B(A), <p), see (1.2). We will denote its generators as follows:

(1.5.1 )

Thus, the Z1 together with the K Cll form a copy of B(A) inside Heis(A), and the same for
thc ZÄ with the K;;. Ta find the cross-relations between the plus and rninus generators
more explicitly, let us introduce the following notations. For any objects A, B, M, N E A
let FfBN be the set of all exact sequences

(1.5.2) O-rM-,;B~A-+N-+O

and by ,1ff the quotient IFfJ'I/IAut(A)1 . IAut(B)I. Thc following statement, with its
proof, is an adaptation of Proposition 6.2.12 from [Kap] which, however, used a more
cumbersome approach.

(1.5.3) Proposition. We have the following equalities in Heis(A):

(1.5.4) Z1Zij = L (B - M, M)· (N, B -!VI). ,ftZMKtJ_MZj:, =
M,N
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= L ,;t: (13 - M,!VI - N) . ZMZt,KEJ-M,
M,N

(1.5.5) Z +K- - K-Z+
A er - er A'

ProoE: By (1.3.4) and the definition of the Z1, we have

z1 Zi3 = (Id ® 4> ® Id)(ß([B]) ® ß([A])) =

=L '""" (I M) . (N I') B . A IAut(M) I . lAute!) I . IAut(I') I . IAut(N) I
M,If;fl , ,gMI gI'N IAut(B)I'IAut(A)1 x

x4>(KM [I], [1']) . [M] ® Kl'N.

Note that 4>(KM [I], [I']) = 8[I],[II]/IAut(I)I, so we can just put I' = I. Further, for any
three objeets A, B, C let eXB be thc set of exact sequences

o--+ A --+ C --+ B --+ O.

Thus
MN IFffl c IE~BI

TAB = IAut(A)I'IAut(B)l' gAB = IAut(A)I'IAut(B)I'

Notiee now that

(1.5.6) -rMN
JAB LI (t:2I1 x efN)/Aut(l),

IEOb(A}/Iso

with Aut(I) aeting freely. This just Ineans that any long exaet scquenee (1.5.2) ean be
split into two short sequences with I = 1Ill(7P). Let f"JtJ' (I) bc thc Ith part of thc disjoint
union (1.5.6). Then, by taking all the above equalities into aceount, we find:

Z +Z- - '""" (I M) (N I) IFfrf (1)1 Z+ K Z-
A B - w

N
' . , IAut(A)I' IAut(B)1 M I N'

M,I,

and to get the clailned equality (1.5.4), it remains to notice that I = B-M onee FZf (I) i=
0. The equalities (1.5.5) are obtained in a straightforward way. Proposition is proved.
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§2. Heisenberg doubles and tilting.

(2.1) Generalities on derived categories. Let A be an Abelian category. By Cb(A)
we denote the category of bounded cornplexes A e = (Ai, di = diJA : Ai --+ Ai+ 1) over
A. The shifted cOlllplex A e (n], n E Z, is defined by (Ae(n])i = An+i 1 di,A[n] = (-1)ndi,A'
The homolob'Y objects of a complcx Ae are denoted by Hi(Ae) = Ker(dd/lm(di_r}. We
denote by Db(A) the bounded derived eategory of A. It is obtained from Cb(A) by
formally inverting quasi-isoillorphisms. If A, Bare two objects of A (regarded a.." eomplexes
eoncentrated in degree 0), then

o

(2.1.1) HomDb(A)(A, B(i]) = Ext~(A, B).

For any triangulated category 'D and any morphisln f : X -+ Y in 'D we will denote
by Cone(f) the isomorphism class of third terms Z of possible exaet triangles

X ~ Y -+ Z -+ X(1].

Let us say that A has homologieal dimension d and write hd(A) :::; d if Ext~ (A, B) =
o for any A, B E A and any i > d. We say that A has finite hOlnological dimension
(hd(A) < 00) if hd(A) :::; d for SOlne d.

(2.1.2) Proposition. IE hcl(A) ::; 1, then each object oE Db(A) is isomorphie to the
complex He(Ae) Eormed by the cohomology oE Ae 3nd equippcd with zero differential.

This proposition is interesting for us because it givcs a vcry explieit description of
Db(A) as a category. Indeed, given any two complexes Ae, Be with zero differential, we
have Ae = EBiEZ A-i[i] and sirnilarly for Be, so by (2.1.1)

(2.1.3)

In other words, a morphism f : Ae -+ Be is the salne as a sequence of components
from E RomA (A i , Bi) and f i

Ext E Ext~ (A i, Bi-I). In the scquel (including proof of
(2.1.2) we will use this notation for the components of a lllorphism.

ProoE oE (2.1.2): The proposition for Db(A) seenlS to be weH known. A siInple argument
(pointed out to nie by A. Bondal) is to show by induction that any bounded complex is
quasiisomorphie to tbe SUfi of its last cohomology object and its canonical truncation just
below this object. Here we includc, for eonlpleteness sake, a different proof which does
nt use induction and so is applieable not just to Db(A) but also to other types of derived
eategories (unbounded, periodic ete.).

Let (Ae, d) be a cOlnplex, and let K V = kcr(dv), IV = Im(dv-d. We have short exaet
sequences

(2.1.4)
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(with 'Trv indueed by dv ) whieh fit togethcr into an exact sequenee of eOIuplexes

(2.1.5)

This sequenee gives rise to an exaet triangle in Db(A), in particular, we get the boundary
map 0 : (1-[1],0) --+ (K-[1],0) such that (A-,d) ~ Cone(o)[-1]. We want to comparc
(2.1.5) with the short exaet sequenee

(2.1.6)

defining the eohoInology H- = H- (A -). This sequence iInplies that H- ~ Cone(4». Note
that 4> has only Houl-eoIuponents rPv = 4>~om : IV y KV. Note also that 4>v = o[-1]~om.

Indeed, the latter map is just the boundary homomorphsm in the long eohomology sequenee
of (2.1.5), and this homonlorphisul is straightforwardly found to be 4>v. As to o[-l]~xt, it
is the class of thc extension (2.1.4) and Iuay weU be non-zero. However, the situation is
saved by the following fact.

(2.1.7) Lemma. There exists an autonlorphisln W of (K-, 0) in the derived category
such that W o[-1] = 4>.

The lelnma inlplies our proposition by the axiom TR2 of triangulated eategories (a
eonunutativc square cxtends to a Inorphisul of triangles).

Proof of the lemma: Sinee hd(A) = 1 and </>v is injective, the restriction map

A..+ • Ext1 (K V K v - 1) --+ Ext1 (IV K v - 1)'f'v . A, A ,

is sllrjective. Let w IJ E Ext~ (K v , K V-I) bc any eleluent Dlapping into J[-1]~xt. Now define
W : (K-, 0) --+ (K-, 0) to have the eomponents w~orn = Id and w~xt = -Wv . Then W is
an isomorphism sinee it is given (with respcct to the deeoIuposition K- = E9 K-i[iJ) by a
triangular matrix with identities on the diagonal. One iUlIuediately sees that W J[-1] = q;,
since the Ext-terms in the eomposition will caneel. Lemma and Proposition 2.1.2 are
proved.

(2.1.8) Corollary. Ifhd(A):::; 1, then each indecomposable object ofDb(A) }U].5 the form
A[i] where i E Z and A is an indecomposable object of A.

(2.2) The category D(-l,O](A) and tiltings. Let A be as before. Denote by D[-I,O](A)
the full subcategory in Db(A) fonued by eOIuplexes situated in degrees -1,0 only. Given
two Abelian eategories A and B, we will eaU an equivalence F : Db(A) --+ Db(B) of
triangulated categories a tilting, if F (A) C D [-1,0] (B) . This eoudition is satisfied for
equivalenees given by thc sO-called tilting Iuodules [Ha].

From now on we asslune that aU the Abelian categories we consider have hOlllologieal
dimension less 01' equal to 1 and satisfy aU the finiteness eonditions of §1. Thus, for any
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such category A we have the Hopf algebra B(A) and its Heisenberg double Heis(A). For
two objects A, B E Adenote

(2.2.1)

Because of two plus signs in the exponents, this quantity does not descend to the Grothendieck
group.

Let us associate to any object (complex with zero differential) A e = A -1 [1) EB A°E

D[-I,OJ(A) the following element of Heis(A):

(2.2.2)
Z - K-l Z+

e A-l A-l AG
Z(A ) = (A-l, A-l) . [AO, A-l) -

Z - K-l z+
A-l A-l AG

Now we can fornlulate the llla.in result of this section.

(2.3) Theorem. IE F : Db(A) -t Db(B) is a tilting, then tlw correspondence [A] -t

Z(F(A)) gives an injectivc homoJnorphisIfl oE algebras F* : R(A) -t Heis(B).

Before starting the proof, we do some preliminary work in the next subsection.

(2.4) Counting exact triangles. If G is a finite group acting on a finite set X, we will
call the ratio IXI/IGI the orbifold numbet of elernents of X modulo G. This number is
the salne as L:{x}EX/G l/IStab(x)I, the SUln being over G-orbits on X, and x being oue
representative chosen for each orbit {x}.

Let A be as above. For any three objects A·, B·, C· of Db(A) we denote by g~: B-,
the orbifold number of exact triangles

(2.4.1)

modulo Aut(A·) x Aut(B·).
If Ae, B·, C· are three bounded Z-graded objects of A (i.e., cOlnplexes with zero

differentials), we denote by 'Y~:,8- the orbifold number of long exact sequences

(2.4.3)

modulo fli Aut(Ai ) x Aut(Bi ).

If A, B, C E Aare three objects considered as Z-graded objects (colllplexes with zero
differential) concentrated in degrce 0, thCll clearly 'Y~B = g~B coincides with thc number
introduced in (1.3). For general cOlnplexes with zero differential, g~:,B- differs [rom l~:,B-'

We will need Olle particular case when these numbers can be easily cOlllpared.

(2.4.3) Proposition. Let A, B, M, N bc any objects oE A. Then

M[l]ffiN M[l]$N I 1 ( ) I
9A,B[l] = 'YA,B[l] . Ext N, M .

11



M[l]$NProoE: The nUInber / A,B[l] counts exact sequences

(2.4.4)

and thus is equal to

O--+M.:!:.rB.:!tA~N--+O

(2.4.5)
I{ip: B --+ AI Ker(ip) ~ M, Cokcr(ip) ~ N}I'IAut(M)I'IAut(N)1

IAut(A) I. IAut(B) I

Thc number g~: B. counts exact triangles
1

(2.4.6) A ~ M[1] EB N ~ B[1] ~] A[1].

Of course, any such triangle gives rise to a sequcnce of thc form (2.4.4), but thc correspon
dence is not bijcctive.

More precisely, let us fix ip : B --+ A. By (2.1.2), in order that a triangle (2.4.6) with thc
boundary map ip[1] exists, it is nccessary and sufficient that Ker( ip) ~ M, Coker( ip) ~ N.
If ip satisfies this property, then thc axiom TR2 of triangulated categories ilnplies that a

triangle (2.4.6) can bc constructed uniquely I1l0dulo an isoIuorphisln of triangles identical
on A and B[1]. Such an isomorphisl11 is the sanle as just an automorphism of M[l] ffi N.
So

(2.4.7)
M[l]$N _ 1{ip : B --+ AI Ker( ip) ~ M, Coker( ip) ~ N} I· IAut(M[l] EB N)!

9A,B[1] - IAut(A)l' IAut(B)I· IStab(ip)I '

where Stab(ip) C Aut(M[1] ffi N) is the subgroup of automorphisms which, together with
the identities of A and B[1], give an automorphisIn of the triangle (2.4.6). In fact, we clahn
that Stab(ip) = {Id}. To see this, note that Aut(M[1] ffi N) is thc block matrix group

(2.4.8) (
Aut(M) Ext1 (N, M) )

o Aut(N)·

Let'l/J = ('l/JM, 'l/JNM, WN) be an element of Stab(ip), so 'l/JM E Aut(M), WNM E Ext1(N, M),
'l/JN E Aut(N). Then 'lfM = Id since u : M --+ B is an injection, and 'l/JN = Id since
v : A --+ N is a surjcction and since Wtogcther with IdA, idB fornIS a lllorphism of
triangles. Further, thc comIllutativity of the diagram

A ~ M[l]EBN

Id 1 1 1/J = (~ 1/J~N )

A ~ M[1] ffiN

lueans that WMN ov = 0 in Ext1(A, M). But because hd(A) ::; 1, the surjectioll v : A --+ N
incluces an injection Ext1(N, M) --+ Ext1(A, M), so WMN = O. This proves our claim that

12



Stab(cp) = {Id}. Thc proposition follaws now by cOlnparing (2.4.7) with (2.4.5) and taking
iota account the factorization (2.4.8).

(2.5) Proof of Theorem 2.3. First of all let Ai C A be the full subcategory of A such
that F(A) E ß[i], i = 0,1. Notice that for Ai E Ai we havc, dcnoting Bi = F(Ad[-i] E B:

(2.5.la)

(2.5.1b)

Let us denote by F* : R(A) ---7 Heis(A) the uniquc C-linear Inap taking [A] to Z(F(A)).
Its injectivity is clear from the behavior on basis vectors, so the main task is to prove that
F* is an algebra hOlllomorphislu, Le., that

(2.5.2) F*([A'] * [A"]) = F* ([A'])F* ([A"]), VA', A" E A.

The proof will be done in two steps. Thc first is givcn in thc next proposition.

(2.5.3) Proposition. Tbe equality (2.5.2) holcJs in the case when A' = A~ E Ai, A" =
A'j E A j for some i,j E {O,l}.

The second step is to deduce thc general case frOI11 these particular cases. Let us
first explain how this is done and then prove Proposition 2.5.3. Nalllely, by (2.1.8) each
indecomposable objcct of A lies in Olle of the Ai. So each A E A can be uniquely written
as A = Ao ffi Al with Ai E Ai. By (2.5.1) we have

(2.5.4)

This meaus that we have a kind of normal fonn for elmnents of R(A), Le., the lllap
R(AI ) 0c R(Ao) -)- R(A) given by the Illultiplication, is an isomorphisIll of vector spaces.
So the second step is accomplished by the next easy lemma.

(2.5.5) Lemma. Let R be aC-algebra and Ro, R1 eRbe subalgebras such that the

multiplication induced an isonlorp}lism oE vector spaces R I ®c Ro ---7 R. Let S be Rnother

algebra and 4> : R -)- S be a C~linear map. Suppüse that thc equality 4>(a'a") = cj>(a')4>(a")
holds whcl1cver a' E R-i' a" E R j for Sülfle i,j. Then it holds Eor any a', a", i.e., 4> is an

algebra homomorphism.

PrüoE oE (2.5.5): It is enough, by linearity, to consider thc case when a' = a~a~, a" = a~a~

with a~, a~' E ~. Then, by our assumptions,

Let us write aSa~ = L:j aij
) a~) with a~j) E ~, using our assumption on R. Then, by Ollr

assumptions on 4>,
4>(a~)if>(a~) = 4>(a~)a~) = L 4>(aij))4>(a~)),

j
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and so

4J(a' )4J(a") = L 4J(a~ a~i)1>(a~) a~) = L 4J(a~aij
)a~) a~) = 4>(a~ a~a~a~) = 1>(a'a"),

j

as claimcd.

We now prove Proposition 2.5.3 by considering all foul' possibilities for i, j.

Case (0,0): A' = A~,A" = A~ E Ao. Let F(A' ) = B',F(A") = B". Then F.(A') 
z13, and F. (A") = z13l1. Sinco F is an ornbedding of an adrnissible Abelian category, it
establishes a bijection between short exact sequences

o--t A' --t A --t A" --t 0

in A and short exact sequences

o--t B' -t B --t B" --t 0

in B (since both kinds of sequences are interpreted as exact triangles in the salne triangu
lated category Db(B)). Thus the equality (2.5.2) holds.

Case (1,1): A' = A~, A" = A7 E Al. Let F(A' ) = B ' [1], F(A") = B"[1]. If

o--t A' --t A --t A" -r 0

is a short exact sequence in A, then A E Al, and denoting B = F(A)[-1], we have
91, AI! = g~,Eil' By our definition, F. ([A']) = ZR,KB,l (B', B') -\ and sirnilarly for
F. ([A"]). Therefore

F ([A'])F ([A"]) = Zn,KB,l ZB"KB'~
• • (B', B') . (B", B")

ZB' Zn" KfJ'l+BII
----------'-----
(B', B') . (B", B") . (E/IB")

Here we used the fact that B = B' + B" whenever g~1Eil =I=- O.

Case (1,0): A' = A~ E Ao, A" = A~ E Al. Let F(A' ) = B ' [1], F(A") = B". Wo havc, by

definition of F*
F. ([A'])F.([A"D = ZR' KR? zi3l1 .(B', B') -1,

while, by (2.5.4), (2.5.1) and by definition of F.,

I "_ ", 11/ 2 ([ I "]) _ IExtl(B", B') I 1/2ZiJ,Ki/ Z13"
F([A ]*[A ]) - IHolu(A ,A) F A EBA - (B', B') . IHom(B", B') 11/2 . IExtl (B", B') 11/ 2 '
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which is the same as the previous quantity onee we reeall that HOln(B", B') = Ext- 1 (A", A') =
O.

Case (0,1): A' = AÖ E Aa, A" = A~ E Al. Let F(A' ) = B', F(A") = B"[l]. We want to
verify that

F*([A'])F*([A"J) = F*([A' ] * [A"]) = I: gi'AIIF*([AJ).
AEA

Note that the A entering the last SUfi, Inay not lie in any of thc Ai. However, if A is
included into an exaet sequenee

o-+ A' -+ A -+ A" -+ 0,

then F(A), whieh necessarily has the fonn M[l] ffi N for some M, N E B, is included into
an exact triangle ·

B' -+ M[l] ffi N -+ ßII[l] -+ ßI[l]'

cl h· d' b" . . A M{l}$N Ir h t· I . tan t lS correspon ence lS a 1Ject1on, l.e., gAllAIi = 9BI,BII[1]' suc a nang e eX1S s,

then in JCa(ß) we have 1\1 - N = B" - B', as it follows fr01n the corresponding 4-term
exact sequenee. Now, by (2.2.2), we have

F ([A'])F ([A"]) = ZiJl ZBIIKBI~ =
* * (B", E")

= '" '"V M [l]ffiN (13" - M, M) . (N, 13" - NI) Z- K _ _Z+K-1 _
L...J fB'lEII[l] (B" Eil) M ßII-M N BII-

M,NEß '

'" M[l]ffiN (B", M) . (N, B") _ -1 +
= fi-fv TB',BII[I] (B",B") . (M,M)· (N,M). (BIIIN)ZMKM ZN'

,

Note that thc quantity represented by the fraction in the last expression, can be written
as

(Eil, 1\1 - N) _ (13", Eil - B')
(B", Eil) . (M, M) . (N, M) - (Eil, B") . (M, M) . (N, M) .

Therefore, applying Proposition 2.4.3, we find:

F ([A'])F ([A"]) - '" M[I]ffiN (13", Eil - B') z- K- 1 z+ -
* * - {;fl TB' lBII[I] (B", B") . (M, M) . (N, M) M M N-

Z- K- 1 Z+
_ (B"[l] B')" M(I)$N M M N =- 'fi-fv 9EI,BII(1] (M, M) . (N, M) . IExt1(N, M)I

l

= (A", A') I: g1, lAll F* ([A]) = F*([A' ] * [A"]).
AEA

This finishes the proof of Theorclll 2.3.
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§3. The lattice algebra and the full derived category.

(3.1) Definition of the lattice algebra. Let A be an Abelian eategory with hd(A) :::; 1
satisfying all thc finiteness conditions of §1. Let B(A) ::> R(A) be its extended Ringel
algebra and Heis(A) be the Heisenberg double of B(A). As we saw in §2, Heis(A) is
naturally related to the subcategory D[-l,O](A) in the derived eategory Db(A). Hereby the
two copies of A inside D[-l,O](A), given by complexes concentrated in degree 0 (resp. (-1)),
give rise to two copies of R(A) in the double. We now introduce an algebra L(A), called the
lattice algebra of A by taking not just two but infinitely rnany copies of R(A) (one for each
site of an infinite lattice) and by imposing Heisenberg double-like commutation relations
between aI~ebras at adjacent sites. More precisely, L(A) is , by definition, generated by
syrnbols ZAm) with A E Ob(A)jIso, 1n E Z anel K co a E JCo(A) which are subjeet to the
following relations:

(3.1.1)

(3.1.2)

(3.1.3)

(3.1.4)

Z (m)z(m) - (B A) '" G Z(m)
A B - , L.t9AB C 1

C

z(m+l) Z(m) = '""" 'VMN(B _ M M _ N) . Z(m) zm+lK~-ltm
A B L.t lAB , M N B-M '

M,N

It is elear frorn these relations that the rule

(3.1.5)

defines an autoInorphisrn E : L(A) -r L(A) which we call the shift (or suspension) auto
rnorphism.

(3.2) Compatibility of the relations. We now want to show that the relations (3.1.1
4) are compatible in the sense that any element can be brought to a unique normal fonn
in which the upper indices of thc Z~n) are increasing. More precisely, for any sequcnce
(ai)iEz of elements of a possibly non-cornmutative algebra S, ahnost all equal to 1, we
define their ordered product to be

(3.2.1)
----+

II ai := apap+l···aq E 5,

where p, q are such thar ai = 1 unless p :::; i ::; q.
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(3.2.2) Proposition. The map oE vector spaces

v : C[JCo(A)] ® Q9 R(A),
mEZ

is an isornorphism.

Ka @Q9[Am ]H (rrzt))Ka ,

m m

Here and elsewhere in the paper all infinite tensor products of algebras are understood
in the restricted sense: almost all factors in any decomposable tensor are required to be l.

We will refer to an element explicitly realized as thc value on v on sOUle tensor, as being
brought to the nornlal form.

ProoE: The map v is clearly surjective. To see thc injectivity, we need to establish thc
following two lemmas.

(3.2.3) Lemma. For any A, B, C E A and mEZ thc two possible ways oE bringing
zlm+l~Z~m)Zbm- 1) to the normal Eorm b.y using (3.1.3), lead to thc SRlnc answer.

(3.2.4) Lemma. lEim-ni;::: 2, Im+l-nl ;::: 2, then Eor any A, B, C E A the multiplicative
COlnmutators witll Zb

n
) oE the leEt and the right hand sides oE (3.1.3) (the commutators

being prescribed by (3.1.4)), are the salne.

ProoE oE LeInIna 3.2.3: The first way of bringing our Inonomial to thc normal form is:

(325) Z(m+l Z(m) Z(m-l) = '"'"' MN(B _ M M _ N)z(m) Z(m+l)K(-lt
m

+
1
Z(m-l) =

. . ABC L..-. lAB , m N B-M C
M,N

-" MN(B _ M M - N) . (GIB - M)-l (N G)-l Z(m) Z(m-l) Z(m+l) K(-I)_m+l =- L..-. '"'fAB' , M C N B-M
M,N

L ,::,~~(G - P, P- Q). (B -!VI, M - N)· (GIB - M)-I(N, G)-l(G - FIN)x
M,N,P,Q

Z
(m-l) z(m) Z(m+l)K( _1)01 K( _1)01+1

x P Q N C-P B-M '

while the other way is as follows:

(3.2.6) z(m+l) Z;;n) Zbm - 1) = L '"'fJ;8 (G - F, P - U) . Z~m+l) Z~n-l) Z&m) Kh-_11
m

=
P,U

= L L ,~8 (C - F, P - Ü)(AIP)-1 z1m- 1)Z~'~+I) zgn)Kh~11m =
P.u P,U

" BC QN(C-_p P-U-)(AIP)-I(U-Q- Q- _N)Z(m-l Z(m) ZCm +1)K(-I~m K~-I)m+lW lPU'"'fAU' ,p Q N C-P U-Q .
P,U,Q,N

Let HS start to COIllpare these two expressions. Dur first reInark is that the '"'f-quantities

coincide.
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(3.2.7) Lemma. For any A, B, C, P, Q, N E A we havc the equality

" MN PQ "PU QNL-J lAB lMG = L-J lBGlAU .
M U

Proot- Both sides of thc proposed equality have the following conceptual lneaning. They
are equal to the orbifold number (ll1odulo Aut (A) x Aut (B) x Aut (C)) of SYStCIllS consisting,
first, of a cOlnplex of length 2:

alld, seconcl, of an idcntification of its COhOluology, Lc., of isonlorphislns

P -t Ker(1j;), Q -t Ker( cI» /1m(1/J), N -t Coker(cI».

The obj ect M in thc left hand side is 1ln(1j;), while U in the right hand siele is 1lu(1».
Q.E.D.

Noticc further that whenever a sUffiInand in any of the two SUIUS in (3.2.7) is non-zero,
we have the equalities

(3.2.8)

which are obtained by applying the fact that the Euler characteristic (in the Grathendicck
group) of a 4-term exact sequence is O.

1t follows from (3.2.8) that thc "K" factors in thc end results of (3.2.5) and (3.2.6)
are the sanlC. So it rClnains to cornpare the nlunerical factors given by thc values of the
Euler fann and its synunetrization. We first compare thc angle brackets, by noticing that
in virtue of (3.2.8),

(G - P, P - 0) . (0 - Q, Q- N) (G - P, Q- 0) . (0 - Q, Q- N)
~---=----=-------==-------,=---=---=----=-=

(C - F, P - Q) . (B - M, M - N) (U - Q, M - N)

= (G - P, Q- 0) . (0 - Q, Cd - M) = (0 - P, Q- 0) . (0 - Q, P - G) =

= (0 - FIQ - 0)

and thereforc the ratio of the total bracket contributions in the end results of (3.2.6) and
(3.2.5) is

(G - PIQ - Ü) . (A!P)-l (G - FIQ - U) . (GIB - M) . (FIN)
-

(GIB - M)-l(NIC)-l(G - PIN) (AlP)

(G - FIQ - 0) . (GIE - M)· (PIN - A) = (0 - FIQ - 0)· (GIB - M)· (PIM - 13) =

= (0 - FIQ - 0) . (G - PiE - !'VI) = 1.
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LClnma 3.2.3 is proved.

Proof of Lcrnma 3.2.4: The product of z1m+1
) and Z~n) in any order gives, whell llloved

through Zgl), the factor

((n - 1n)A _ (n _ 1n + 1) jj Ic) (-1) on - n + 1 •

Thus it is enough to show that whenever ,f:f # 0, one has the followillg equality in
Ko(A):

(n - m)A - (n - 1U + l)B - (n - m)N - (n - m + l)M - (B - M),

where the last sumllland on the right COllles from commuting K~-_lr+l with Zbn
). But,

indeed, A - fJ = N - M, once ,lf:f # 0, and the dcsircd equality follows.
This concludes thc proof of Lemma 3.2.4 and Proposition 3.2.2.

(3.3) A basis in L(A). It is natural to label nlonomials in the Z~) by (isomorphism
classes of) graded objects of A, Le., by isoIllorphisIll classes of objects of Db(A) which we
represellt as complexcs with zero differential.

More precisely, to any graded object Ae = E9 A -i[i] E Db(A) we associate the mono
nlial

(3.3.1)

where [Ai, Ai-I] was defined in (2.2.1). The results of the prcvious subsection give:

(3.3.2) Proposition. The elenlents Z(Ae)Ka, for Ae E Ob(Db(A»/Iso and a E Ko(A),
form aC-basis in L(A).

This, together with the hornological interpretation of thc quantities in Lemma (3.2.7),
suggests a deeper relation between L(A) and the derived category. More precisely, let
F : Db(A) --+ Db(B) be any equivalence of triangulated categories (we assume that both
A and B satisfy our conditions of finitencss anel homological diulension). Then F induces
an isomorphisIll of Grothendieck groups Fx:. : JCo(A) --+ JCo(ß) in a standard way. Our aim
in this section is to prove the following rcsult.

(3.4) Theorem. Jf F is an equivalence of derived categories as abovc, t}len tllc eorre

spondenee

Z;:) --+ I?(Z(F(A», A E A,p E Z, K a --+ KFK:(a), a E JCo(A),

dcfines an isomorphisrll of algebras F* : L(A) --+ L(ß).

Proof: Our analysis is similar to that of (2.3). Nalnely, for i E Z let Ai C A be the full
subcategory of A such that F(A) E B[i]. Then, if Ai E Ai, A j E A j , we have

(3.4.la)
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(3.4.1b)

Also, each A E A cau be written uniqucly as A = EB Ai with Ai E Ai and in thc algebra
R(A) we have thc equality

(3.4.2) [A]
---+

Il[Ai] . IHoln(Ai ,Ai-I) 1- 1
/

2
.

This Ineans that the ordered product Inap defines an isornorphism of C-vector spaces

where the tensor product on the left is the restricted one. Denote by R(Ai[-j]) the
subalgebra in L(A) spanned by Z!.P with A E Ai' Proposition 3.3.2 implies then the
following.

(3.4.3) Proposition. The map oE vector spaces

C[JCo(A)] ® ® R(Ai[-j]) ~ L(A),
i,jEZ

is an isomorphism.

The proof of Theoreul 3.4 consists basically of checking the relations and it is conve
nient to first prove the following particular case, generalizing Theorenl 2.3.

(3.5) Proposition. For F as abovc tlle rule [A] ~ Z(F(A)) deBnes an injectivc homo
Inorphism oE algebras F* : R(A) --+ L(B).

PraoE: By an argument siInilarly to Lelnma 2.5.5, it is enough to prove the following partial
statement.

(3.5.1) Proposition. For any i,j E Z and any A' E A_ i , A" E A-j , one 1]as the equality

F.([A'] * [A"D = F*([A'])F.([A"]).

The lninus sign is chosen for convenience, because A E Ai lneans that F(A), as a
cOlnplex, is situated in degree (-i).

PraaE oE (3.5.1): We will work out several cases, similarly to the proof of TheoreIll 2.3.

Gase 1: i = j. Let A', A" E A- i and let F(A' ) = E'[-i], F(A") = B"[-i]. If A is such
that g1> A" i= 0, then A E A-i and, denoting B = F(A), we have g1, All = g~1BII. Thus

F*([A'DF. ([A"]) = Z~: K~-;l)i+li Z~:,K~-;,l)i+li (B', B')i . (B", E")i =

= Z{i)Z{i) K(-l)~+li(B' B')i. (B" B")i. (B'IB")i =
B' BII B'+B"' ,
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= L (B", B')g~IBIIZ~)K1- 1
)i+

1i
(B, B)i = F.([A' ] * [A"]),

BEB

where we used the equality fJ = B' + B" holding each time when g~,B" =j:. O.

Case 2: j = i + 1. Let F(A' ) = B'[-i], F(A") = B"[-'i - 1]. We have

while

F.([A'] * [A"]) = IHom(A", A')1 1
/

2F([A' ffi A"]) =

_ IHoIU(A", A') 1
1

/
2

. (B', B') i . (B", B")i+l Z(i) K( _1)i+li Z(i+l)K( _1)i+:l (i+l)

- IHom(B", B')1 1/ 2 ']Ext 1 (B", B')1 1/ 2 B' B' B" B" ,

whieh is exactly the salue onee wc reeall that

Ext1(B", B') = Hom(A", A'), Hom(B", B') = Ext- 1(A", A') = O.

Case 3: j = i - 1 and i is even. Let F(A' ) = B'(-i], F(A") = B"(-i + 1]. Then

F. ([A'])F. ([A"]) = Z~!KBli Z~I~I)K1-;? (B', B')i (B", B")i-l =

Z (i)Z(i-l)K (B' B')i(B" B,,)i-l(B'IB")-i 
BI B" -iB'+(i-l)ßII" -

- Z(i)Z(i-l)K (B-' - B-II B-' - B- I )i(B" B")-l -
- B' B" -iB'+(i-l)B" 1 ,-

" MN (13" - M, M)(N, B")(fJ' - B", B' - B")i Z(i-lK _ _Z(i) K _ _
L...J 1BI,B" (B" B") M B"-M N -iB'+(i-I)B"'
M,N '

We ean transform the fraction in this expression in thc same way as in thc proof of Gase
(0,1) of Proposition 2.5.3, getting:

Z (i-l)K- 1Z(i)K - (B-" B-' B-" n-')i
". ,." N[-i]EElM[-i+l] M M N i(B"_BI) - 1 -

(B [-2+ 1]' B [-z])~ gB'[-i],B"[-i+l] (M, M) . (N, M) . IExt1(N, M) I

Notice that for any non-zero sUIluuand we have iJ" - B' = NI - N. Therefore the last
expression equals

(i-I) i-I (i) -i - - - - i i

(B"[-i+1] B'[-i]) " N[-i]EElM[-i+I]ZM KM ZNKN(N-M,N-M) (NIM) =
, ~ gBI[-i],B"[-i+l] (M, M) . (N, M) 'IExt1 (N, M)I

Z(i-l)K i - l Z(i)K-i(M M)i-l(N N)i
- (B"[- .+ 1] B' [- '])" N[-i]EElM[-i+l] M M N N' ,
- 1, , '1. L...J gB'[-i],B"[-i+l] [N M] -

M,N '
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= (A", A') L gi'AIIF.([A]) = F.([A'l * [A")).
AEA

Case 4: j = i-I and i is odd. Keeping the conventions for A', A", B', B" the same a5

before, we have

F. ([A'])F. ([A"]) = z~JK1, Z~;;-I)K B,i/+l (B', B')i (B", B")i-l =

= Z(i) Z(i-l)K. . - (B' B')i(B" B I )i-l(B/IB")-i -B' BII 18'-(1-1)BII" -

- Z(i)Z(i-l)K - (B-' B- II B-' B-II)i(B" B")-1 -
- B' BII iB'-(i-l)BII - ,- , -

_" MN (Eil - !VI, M) . (N, B") . (B' - 13", B' - B")i (i-I) _ (i) _
- L...J '"'(B/,BII (B" B") ZM KM-EI/ZN K Ü3'_(i-l)BII -

M,N '

Z(i-l) K Z(i) K - - (B' Eil B' B")i= (B"[-i + 1] B'[-i])" N[-i)EI1M[-i.+l] M M N i(B'-B'/) - , -
, ~ gB'(-I],BII[-1+1] (M, M) . (N, M) . IExt1(N, M)I

I

(i-I) -i+l (i) i - - - - i i
= (B"[-i 1] B'[-i]) " N[-i]$M[-i+lJ ZM KM ZN KN(N - M,N - M) (NIM) _

+ ,~gB/[-i],B"[-i+l] (M,M)[N,M] -

Z (i-l)K- i+1Z(i)Ki (M M)i-l(N N)i
= (B"[-i + 1] B'[-i]) " (N[-i~$M[-i.+l] M M N N' ,

, L...J .1B'[-I],B"[-1+1] [N M] ,
M,N '

and the argulnent is finished as in Case 3.

Gase 5: li - jl ?: 2. Let F(A' ) = B'[-i], F(A") = ßII[-j]. Then

(3.5.2) HOln(A' ,A") = Ext1(A' , A") = Hom(A", A') = Ext1(A", A') = O.

Thus [A'] *[A"] = [A'EBA"]. On the other hand, (3.5.2) implies that (A'iA") = (B'IE") = 0
and therefore

F. ([A'])F. ([A"]) = z~JK1-; l)i+l i Z~/~K1-;/I)j+l i (B', B') i . (B", B")i =

= F.([A' EB A"]) = F.([A' ] * [A"]).

Proposition 3.5 is proved.

(3.6) End of the proof of Theorem 3.4. Let us define a linear operator F. : L(A) -+
L(B) by postulating its values on generators to be as stated in thc theorem and cxtcnding
it to products of generators by using thc normal fonn of Proposition 3.2.2. In other words,
we put

It is dear that F. is bijective, so we need only to prove that it is an algebra homomorphism,
Le., that it preserves thc relations (3.1.1-4) in L(A). For (3.1.1) it is deal'. The prescrvation
of (3.1.2) is the content of Proposition 3.5. The condition that F. prcserves (3.1.3-4) can
be stated after SOUle change of notation as follows:
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(3.6.1) Proposition. Let A', A" E A. Then

F*(Z~+l))F*(Z~?)=

'""" 'V~NII(A" -.NI .NI). (N A" -!VI) . F (Z(P))K(-l)P --F (Z(P+l)).L.... IA A , 1 * M F(AII)-F(M) * N
M,NEA

(3.6.2) Proposition. For A' 1 A" E A and q ~ p - 2 WC 118VC

Before proceeding to prove these statements, let us note the following.

(3.6.3) Lemma. Ta establish Prapasitians 3.6.1-2 in full gCIlcrality, it is enough to prave
them under the assumptian that A' E A-i, A" E A_j for SOlne i , j.

Praof of thc lcrnrna: Indecd, the llulltiplication law in L(A) with respect to thc basis
KoZ(Ae) consists of bringing the product of two basis vectors to thc normal fonn using
(3.1.1-4). So our propositions, together with what has been already proved, just say that

(3.6.4)

If this is known each tinle when A' E A- i1 A" E A_ j, then Proposition 3.4.3 together with
an obvious l11odification of Lenlma 2.5.5 give that (3.6.4) is valid in general.

(3.7) Proof of Proposition 3.6.1 when A' E A-i , A" E A-j • Again, wc have to
consider several cases.

Case 1: j = i. Let F(A') = B'[-i], F(A") = B"[-i]. In this case F establishes a bijection
betwcen exact scquences

o-+ M -+ A" -+ A' -+ N -+ 0

in A and exact sequenccs
o-+ C -+ B" --+ B' --+ D --+ 0

in B, so that for C, D corresponding to M , N we have r~~11 = rfJl~lI' From this thc

statelllent follows rather directly, by comparing the no1'01al form of F.(Z~+l))F.(Z:t?)

with the il11agc nndel' F. of the nOflllal form of Z;e,+l)Z~?

Case 2: j = i + 1. Let F(A') = B'[-i], F(A") = B"[-i - 1]. Then

F (Z(P+l) - Z(i+V+l)K( -l)i+Pi (B' B')i F (Z(p) - Z(i+V+l) K( -l)i+P (i+l) (B" B")i+l
• AI - BI B' "* All - BII B" ,.

Let p-l : Db(B) -+ Db(A) be an inverse equivalence, and (P-l).jL(B) -+ L(A) be the
corresponding linear operators. The Thc arguIllent needed is to handle our case is identical
to the reasoning (already Iuade in thc proof of Proposition 3.5) that (F- 1). realizes H(B)
inside L(A).
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Gase 3: j = i - 1. Let F(A' ) = B'[-i],F(A") = b]][-i + 1]. Then HOln(A",A' ) =
Ext -1 (Eil, B') = 0, so ,X"~I/ = °always exeept thc ease M = A", N = A', in whieh ease
the value is 1. This lneans that

Z {p+l}Z(p) - Z(p)Z(p+l)
AI All - All AI ,

and we have to verify that F,. preserved this eOlnmutativity. We have:

F (Z (p») - Z(p+i-l)K(-l)P+i(i-l)(B" B")i-l
,. All - BII BI I "

and these expressions indeed eonlmute because

Z (p+i+l) Z(p+i-l} _ (B'IB")-lZ{P+i-l) Z{p+i+l)
BI BII - BII BI

and because of the cOlnmutation relation of the K's with the Z's.

Gase 4: Ij - i I ~ 2. If F (A') = B' [-i], F (A") = B" [- j], then all the Horn and Ext between
A' and A" in either order are 0, so (A'iA") = (E'IB") = 1, anel the argument is the same
a.s in the previous case, only simpler because we do not have to eare about (E/IB").

(3.8) Proof of Proposition 3.6.2 when A' E A-i, A" E A_j • We eonsider several cases
as to the relative position ofp+i anel q+ j. We denote F(A' ) = B'[-i],F(A") = B"[-j].

Gase 1: I(p + i) - (q + j)1 2:: 2. In this ease

F (Z (q») - Z(q+j) K{_1)q+i+
1
j (B" B")j

* All - BII BI "

and by our assumption we have

where

A = (_l)P+i- q- j (q + j - p - 1- 1 + i - j) = (_l)p+i- q- j (q - P - 1),

and onee we take into aeeount that (B'IB") = (A'IA"){-l)i-i, we get the clailned state

ment.

Gase 2: p + i = q + j. Trus iInplies that li - jl 2:: 2 anel thus there is neither HaIn nor Ext
between A', A" in either direetion, henee (A'lA") = 0. So Z;::) eonunutes with z1~L On
the other hand, thc vanishing of Honl and Ext iInplies that

Z {p+i) Z{p+i} - Z(p+i) Z{p+i) - Z(1)+i)
BI BII - BII BI - BiffiBI 1 ,

so we are done.
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Case 3: (p + i) - (q + j) = 1. Thus i - j = q - p + 1. Sinee Iq - pi 2: 2, we will
have li - jl 2: 2 always exeept thc ease q - p = -2, when i - j = -1. In any event,
HOlnB(B",B') = Ext;j(A",A') = O. On the other hand,

F (Z (q») - Z(l)+i-l)K(-l)P+i j (B" B")i
• All - B" B" "

anel bringing their prodllet to the nonnal form involves quantities ,Pf,!JJ" whieh vanish

unlcss B' = N, B" = M. So ZM:+i
) and ZM::-i

-
1

) eommute, and therefore

which is exaetly what we need, onee we reeall that i - j = q - p + 1 and thus

Case 4: (p + i) - (q + j) = -} is treated in an similar way. Theorenl 3.4 is eonlpletely

proved.
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§4. Examples and discussion.

(4.1) Example: the "universal cover" of the quantum group. Let us illustrate the
construction of the lattice algebra on the c1assical exaluple of representations of quivers
[Rl-3]. Let 9 be a semisimple simply laced cOlnplex Lie algebra and r be its Dynkin graph.
Thus vertices of rare identified with the siInple roots of 9 and for two such vertices i =j=. j
the entry aij of the Cartan matrix of Q is nünus the nUluber of edges joining i and j.
Suppose that an orientation of r is chosen and let A = RePF (r) be thc category of

q

representatiolls of r over the finite field F q' Rccall that such a rcprescntation V is a rule
which associates to any vertex i a finite-diIncnsional F q-vector space Vi and to any edge
i 4 j a linear operator Ve : Vi -+ Vj. As shown by Ringel (loe. eit.), the algebra B(A) is
in this case isomorphie to Uq(b+), a natural "Borel" subalgebra in Uq(Q), the quantizcd
cnveloping algebra of Q. More prccisely, Uq(Q) is generatcd by the sYlnbols E;, Kj=l for
i E Vert(r) subject to the relations:

(4.1.1)

(4.1.2)

(4.1.3)

E :-K
J
· = q±aijKJ·E:-, K K K K• • i j = j i,

l-aij

L C-yaij ) (Ef't Ef(Ef')l-aij-v = 0, i -I j
v=o q

anel B(A) is isolnorphic to the subalgebra generated by thc Ei and Kr l
. Explicitly, Ei

corresponds to the eleulCnt [V(i)] whcre V(i) is thc rcspcsentatioll associating F q to the
ith vertex and 0 to all other verticcs. Sinülarly, K i corrcsponds to the element K V(i) of
B(A).

Prom this and thc form of thc comultiplication in Uq(b+) it is easy to dcduce thc
following fact.

(4.1.4) Proposition. For A = RePF (r) the algebra L(A) is generated by the symbols
q

Zi(m), mEZ, i E Vert(r) and Krl
, i E Vert(f) subjeet only to the following relations:

(4.1.5)

(4.1.6)

Z (m)K· - q(-l)maijK·Z(m) K K K K
i J - J i' i j = j i,

l-aij

L C-yaij ) (Zi(m)tZjm)(Zi(m))l-aij-v = 0, i -I j E Vert(r),m E Z,
v=o q
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(4.1.7)

(4.1.8) z~m) z~n) = q( _l)m-n (n-m+l)aij Z~n) Z~m) V' .
, J J t 1., J, if Im - nl 2: 2.

This shows that L(A) can be viewcd as thc "universal cover", or the Z-periodic version
of Uq(Q). Note that the right hand side of the relation (4.1.7) is just onc summand of the
right hand side of the similar relation (4.1.3): informally, in L(A) the other sunul1and is
still present but pertains to a different pair of generators. Let HS also note the sinülarity
of L(A) with so-called "lattice Kac-Moody algebras" of [AFS].

(4.2) "Naive" lattice algebras. The cOlllpatibility of thc relations in L(A) is not quite
obvious, in particular because of the oscillator-type relations (3.1.4) between copies of
R(A) associated to non-adjacent lattice sites. So it Inay be useful to COlllparc L(A) with
the following general construction which produces algebras in which such compatibility
holds for free.

Let 3 m, mEZ, be Hopf algebras and cPm : Sm X Sm+l -f C be Hopf pairings. Define
the naive lattice algebra N = N( {Sm, cPm}) to be generated by elements of an the algcbras
Sm so that inside each Sm the elements are multiplied according to the 111ultiplication law
there whlle for elernents of different algebras we impose the relations:

(4.2.1)

€m~ml = €m'€m, Im - 7n'l 2: 2.

Thus if we put Sm at the mth site of a lattice, then the adjacent algebras form a Heisenberg
double while non-adjacent algebras comrllute.

(4.2.3) Proposition. The ordered product map ®mEZ Sm -f N is always an isomor
phism.

PrüoE: We need only to verify that the two ways of bringing any element ~m+l€m~m-l tü
the normal fonn Li €;':)-l~~)€~~1 by using (4.2.1) 1 give the sarne resu1t. But this easily
follows fror11 the coassociativity of ßsm •

Applying this construction ot the case when for each 171. we take 3 m = B(A) and
cPm = cP to be the Hopf pairing of (1.4), we get an algebra N(A) similar to L(A). It is
generated by symbols Ylm

) 1 mEZ, A E Aas wen as KJ;n), mEZ, Q E Jeo(A) with

relations which are easy to find frorn Proposition 1.5.3. In particular, for each m the Kim )

form a copy of C[Jeo(A)], but adjacent copies do not commute. Because of this, N(A) is
not invariant under derived equivalence.

(4.3) The bracket-free algebra F(A). Most of thc trouble in dealing with the algebra
L(A) cOlnes from manipulating products of brackets, Le., of values of the Euler fornl. So
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it is tempting to define another, sirnpler algebra, by just dropping all these brackets. More
precisely, let F(A) be the algebra generated by synbols xlm

) 1 A E A, rn E Z subject to
the following relations:

(4.3.1)

(4.3.2)

(4.3.3)

x(m) X(m) _" C X(m)
A B - L..J gAB C ,

C

x(m+l) X(m) _" MNX(m)X(m+l)
A B - L.J lAB MN'

M,N

X(m) X(n) - X(n) X(m) Im - nl >_ 2.
A B - BA'

Note that these relations are cOInpatible, as it follows froIn Lemma 3.2.7. In other words,
the elements

-+

X(A e
) = TI X~~), Ae = EB Am[-m],Am E A

m m

form a basis in F(A). Thc multiplication law in this basis can be described very nicely:

(4.3.4) X(Ae)X(Be) = L '~:B.x(ce),
C·

where l~:B. is the orbifold nnmber of long exact sequences (2.4.3). Also, the procedurc
of bringing a Inaximally non-nonnal product to the nonnal form can be niccly described
in homological tenns:

(4.3.5)

where the sunl is over all differentials making Ae into a cOlllplex, and H;r(Ae) is the mth
cohomology with respect to d.

Analogs of (4.3.4-5) can be obtained for the algebra L(A) as weIl, but they will be
encumbered by a lot of extra factors. However, these factors seenl necessary to ensure thc
invariance of the algebra nnder derived equivalence. In fact, the reason why L(A) possesses
such invariance 1 is a subtle matching of two discrepancies. First is the discrepancy between
thc number g~:B. of exact triangles in D[-l,O](A) and thc nnmber ')'~:B. of corresponding
long exact scquences, which (for a particular case) was dctcrnlinec1 in Proposition 2.4.3 to
be thc factor IExt1(N1 M)I. Thc second is thc discrepancy between the Hall nulltiplication
o in H(A) and its modification * obtained by Innltiplying with (B, A), see (1.3.4). When
oue term of a short exact sequence in A beconles shifted by 1 nudel' a del'ived equivalence
(so that we get an exact triangle in D[-l,Ol(A)), the difference between * and 0 will
correspond to the differcncc between g and ')'.
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